Radiance Visual Analytics Platform Wins Computer Technology Review’s MVP Award
August 25, 2016
Judges Recognize FTI Consulting’s Innovation in Visual Analytics
WASHINGTON, Aug. 25, 2016 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- FTI Consulting, Inc. (NYSE:FCN), the global business advisory firm dedicated to helping
organizations protect and enhance their enterprise value, today announced its FTI Technology segment has received a Most Valuable Product (“MVP”)
award for its Radiance™ visual analytics software platformin the Big Data category from Computer Technology Review (“CTR”).
As one of a select number of IT products and companies to secure CTR’s MVP award, Radiance stood out to the judges for its innovation and vision in
addressing big data challenges. CTR’s editorial panel selected winners based on rigorous judging criteria that included product innovation,
functionality and affordability.
“New collaboration apps, remote employees and low-cost storage in the cloud are making it easier for organizations to work quickly and from
anywhere. However, they are causing nightmares for corporations charged with collecting and acting upon that data for any sort of legal or regulatory
matter,” said Eddie O’Brien, a Senior Managing Director in the Technology segment. “By connecting with these new data sources and representing the
data with visual analytics, Radiance helps organizations cut through the clutter and hone in on what really matters.”
Radiance allows organizations to connect, enrich, analyze and visualize millions of documents from disparate sources in a single user interface. With
a powerful search engine and a library of advanced visualizations – including social networking, communication patterns, concept clustering and
timelines – Radiance can aid organizations in a number of common use cases, including investigations, early data assessment and the identification of
high-risk data, such as personally identifiable information. Radiance was launched in January 2016 and provides a natural complement to FTI
Consulting’s Ringtail® E-Discovery Software.
FTI Consulting and FTI Technology are consistently recognized for excellence in legal and information governance software and services, including
acknowledgment by The National Law Journal, The Legal Intelligencer, The Recorder, KMWorld Magazine, Computer Technology Review and
Legaltech News, among others. For more information on FTI Technology or Radiance, please visit FTI Technology’s website .
About FTI Consulting
FTI Consulting, Inc. is a global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations protect and enhance enterprise value in an increasingly
complex legal, regulatory and economic environment. With more than 4,600 employees located in 28 countries, FTI Consulting professionals work
closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges in areas such as investigations, litigation, mergers and
acquisitions, regulatory issues, reputation management, strategic communications and restructuring. The Company generated $1.78 billion in
revenues during fiscal year 2015. For more information, visit www.fticonsulting.com and connect with us on Twitter (@FTIConsulting), Facebook and
LinkedIn.
About Computer Technology Review
WestWorldWide, LLC (formerly WestWorldProductions, Inc.) has been covering the best of IT since 1980. WestWorld’s flagship publication, Computer
Technology Review, is one of the most respected editorial authorities in the IT industry. The CTR website boasts a devoted following and covers
everything from IT security, cloud and virtualization to data storage, data protection and networking.
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